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Overview

Overall goals of crop science

Scientific and logistic issues

Challenge of complexity

Focus on  mathematical modeling aspects

Describe landscape and strategies rather than solutions

No real technical details (left for other speakers)
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Goal of Crop Science

Create better crops

Create crops with “better” yields
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Better Crops? Not a New Idea!

Development of corn from teosinte

Successful but very slow! (9,000 years!)

Need a new approach
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Crop Science Goals versus Evolution

Scientific community believes that:

 Evolution has increasingly improved organisms

 Organisms are optimal in comparison to older and current 
alternatives

If so: can we outfox nature and create “more optimal” organisms?

Microbes: 
yes; have done it many times
optimize for a specific purpose
no need to withstand adverse conditions
make their surroundings optimal, expect better yields

Crops:
supposed to thrive in natural, erratic environments
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New Goal of Crop Science

Create crops with “better” yields

…using computational models

Reconstruction of plants in silicio

Predictions of manipulation / optimizaton outcomes

Prediction of new phenotypes

Rational plant breeding toward better yields
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Ideally: System Simulator
Analogy: Flight simulator

Train pilots in common tasks

Prepare pilots for unusual situations
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Crop simulatorAnalogy: Flight simulator

Train pilots in common tasks

Prepare pilots for unusual situations
Try out ideas for crop improvement

Explore responses to perturbations

Ideally: System Simulator



Scientific and Logistic Issues

Marshall-Colon et al., 2017

Create community buy-in, common lexicon, data and model standards

Assemble, manage, share existing computational tools; model repositories

Create new computational models; automate model design

Establish accurate computational representations of reference and crop plants:
Arabidopsis thaliana, rice (Oryza sativa), maize (Zea mays), soybean
(Glycine max), and cassava (Manihot esculenta)

Integrate crop models with other pertinent models

Risk assessments

Advance GUIs and visualization; maybe with HPC 

Plant simulators

Rational, model-based plant breeding
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Let’s Have a Great Conference!

Marshall-Colon et al., Front. Plant Sci., 2017

Create community buy-in, common lexicon, data and model standards

Assemble, manage, share existing computational tools; model repositories

Create new computational models; automate model design

Establish accurate computational representations of reference and crop plants:
Arabidopsis thaliana, rice (Oryza sativa), maize (Zea mays), soybean
(Glycine max), and cassava (Manihot esculenta)

Integrate crop models with other pertinent models

Risk assessments

Advance GUIs and visualization; maybe with HPC 

Plant simulators

Rational, model-based plant breeding
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Life in a Plant’s World
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Ideally, We Would…

measure,
measure,

measure,
…

quantify,
quantify,

quantify,
…

… and then…



… and then…

… alas…



alas…We Live in the Real World
… with a lot of limitations

Do not know how to measure many aspects

Don’t even know what exactly to measure

Percentage of measurable quantities almost negligible in 
comparison with what is affecting plant growth

Statistical analysis is great for associations, but has hard time 
with causality

Dynamic modeling in plant and crop science 
is barely in its infancy (more like, prenatal)
e.g., nobody has a good handle on
multi-scale systems analysis

Why are we not much further along? 14



act:  It’s Complicated!

D. Neale et al., Genome Biology 2014 15:R59
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act:  Plants are Complicated!

Estimated number of metabolites in the 
plant kingdom: 

200,000-1,000,000
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Are Large Numbers
the Only Issue to be Tackled?

No, many other factors …
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… related to inherent complexity of biological systems

Large numbers of components

Large number of processes

Processes are nonlinear

Quantitative changes in parameters cause
qualitative changes in response

Other Factors …
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Simultaneous operation at different levels

Vastly different temporal and spatial scales



Wide Range of Scales
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Marshall-Colon et al., Front. Plant Sci., 2017



Other Factors …
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…  are related to inherent complexity of biological systems

Large numbers of components

Large number of processes

Processes are nonlinear

Quantitative changes in parameters cause
qualitative changes in response

Simultaneous operation at different levels

Vastly different temporal and spatial scales



Hierarchy in Systems Biology
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Other Challenges
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…  are related to inherent complexity of biological systems

Large numbers of components

Large number of processes

Processes are nonlinear

Quantitative changes in parameters cause
qualitative changes in response

Simultaneous operation at different levels

Vastly different temporal and spatial scales





Linear versus Nonlinear
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Linear Scenario:

Invest $100 in company Surebet 

be lucky return $750

Invest $10,000 in company Surebet 

be lucky return $75,000



Nonlinear Scenario:

Put 2 tablespoons of fertilizer on your roses 

be lucky roses produces 20 blossoms

Put 200 tablespoons of fertilizer on your roses 

roses do  not produce 2,000 blossoms

Linear versus Nonlinear
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Other Challenges

…  are related to inherent complexity of biological systems

Large numbers of components

Large number of processes

Processes are nonlinear

Quantitative changes in parameters cause
qualitative changes in response

Simultaneous operation at different levels

Vastly different temporal and spatial scales



A Threshold in a Nonlinear System

malariaworld.org; forbes.com; futurity,irg; kre8ivity.blogspot.com; thelabelguy.com; sonasmedspa.com



Quantitative ~ Qualitative Changes
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Is That All?

Is reconstruction of plants in silicio sufficient?

Possibly yes, but…

… goal of crop science is to change existing crops toward “better” crops

(crops with better yields)

This goal requires significant extensions of existing processes.

That in turn requires that process descriptions must allow extrapolations

Recall extrapolation of linear relationships! 
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So Many Overwhelming Issues!

What to do?



ystems Biology to the Rescue!
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Generic Approach of CSB

% model_ode
function dy = PP_ode(t,y)
…
dX12 = gam0_12 * X24^f0_12_24 * X30^f0_12_30  + …

gam4_17 * X4^f4_12_4 * X22^f41_17_22 +
…

end
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Generic, Iterative Modeling Process
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Data

Ideas

Draft (?) Model

Analyze Diagnose

Data
Reality Check

Refinement

IN
SI

G
H
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Sorry, Magic Machine Not Available 
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What Kinds of CS and Math are Needed?
Algorithms to sift through “BigData”

Sophisticated statistics
Machine learning
Artificial intelligence
Visualization
Clustering

Mathematics
Linear algebra
Calculus
Differential equations
Numerical methods
Dynamical systems
Optimization
Modeling 

Computer Science
Algorithm development
Parallelization 39

Bioinformatics

Computational Systems Biology



Templates and Anchors
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Templates and Anchors

Strategy: Divide complex modeling task into a 
coarse, framework model and more detailed, 

finer-grained models of subsystems.
41



Templates and Anchors

From Abstract:

42



Templates and Anchors

From Abstract:

…
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Templates, Anchors, and Matryoshkas

What about Matryoshkas?

First матрешка: Allegedly Sergei Malyutin and Vasily Zvyozdochkin ~1890



What about Matryoshkas?   … or maybe better for crop science: Onion peeling?

Templates, Anchors, and Matryoshkas
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Matryoshkas: Recall Hierarchies
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Matryoshkas Hidden in Most Models

X6

X4

X3

X2

X1

X5
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X4

Matryoshkas Hidden in Most Models

X4
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Templates, Anchors, and Matryoshkas
Example: 

Discrete agent-based
model as template

Template allows:

Stochasticity 

Discrete events

Autonomous ODE   
models as anchors

Each anchor model
is matryoshka

Different time scales
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Templates, Anchors, and Matryoshkas
in Crop Science

http://www.life.illinois.edu/plantbio/wimovac/

Vegetation response to Atmospheric and Climate Change) at the University of Illinois.

WIMOVAC is a general model applicable to a wide range of vegetation and soil types 

and importantly an experimental tool that managers, students and experimentalists 

can use easily. Its heart is a modular mathematical model of the carbon balance of 

vegetation and allows prediction of responses to climate change.



Templates, Anchors, and Matryoshkas
in Crop Science

Weng et al., J. Geophys. Res. – Biogeosciences 2008
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Templates, Anchors, and Matryoshkas
in Crop Science
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Templates, Anchors, and Matryoshkas
in Crop Science
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Templates, Anchors, and Matryoshkas
in Crop Science
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Templates, Anchors, and Matryoshkas
in Crop Science

Gene expression

Genome modeling

Epigenetics

Molecular modeling
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Article proposes a template and anchor model of 
inflammation as basis for a disease simulator

Relative Importance of Modules
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From Abstract:

Relative Importance of Modules
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…
…

…

Relative Importance of Modules
From Abstract:
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Usefulness of Modular Approach

Study modules, assuming that all outside the model is normal
or we know how it is changed

Explore responses of modules to external perturbations

Possibly replace module with context-dependent transfer function

Possibly create a catalog look-up table of quantitative I-O relationships

If this is possible:

Use look-up tables (or transfer functions) in template model

Interoperability of anchors within templates facilitated

Interoperability within hierarchies facilitated
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Interoperability of Modules 

Modules should be:

self-contained

characterized through identified input and output processes

easily connectable within a level

connectable across hierarchies

possibly using the same language, 

but may be not, as long as they can communicate

Scale-independent modeling language helps
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Scale-Independent Modeling

Example for ODEs: Biochemical Systems Theory

Power-law models

Rigorous approximations

Independent of scale, all processes are represented by products of 
power-law functions of all variables affecting the process.

Models at a higher scale are easily expanded within the same formalism  

Models at a lower scale are easily incorporated in higher-scale models
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Different-Scale Plant Models in BST

Smith (1974a,b, 1975) Plant ecosystem modeling

Voit (1988) Explanation of the 3/2 rule in forests 

Torsella (1991) Estimation of growth parameters in forests 

Torres (1996) Magnesium flow in a tropical forest

Sands (1996) Parameter estimation in plants

Voit (1996a, b) Biomass partitioning in Pinus taeda

Martin (1997) Model condensation for forestry models

Kaitaniemi (2000, 2005) Resource allocation in trees

Renton (2005a, b) Functional–structural plant models

Lee (2012, 2013) Lignin biosynthesis in Populus and Medicago

Faraji (2015) Lignin biosynthesis in Panicum

Faraji (2017) Lignin biosynthesis in Brachypodium
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Summary
o Biology is changing very rapidly

o Observation and description are becoming very quantitative

o Make use of this trend in modern crop science

o Challenge: complexity; to be addressed with systems biology

o Computational Systems Biology (CSB) is in its infancy

o CSB holds great promise for:

o system simulation
o discovery of design and operating principles
o extrapolation and optimization

o Substantial challenges are to be overcome

o But: The future is here. Let’s solve some truly grand challenge problems!
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Information: 
www.bst.bme.gatech.edu

Eberhard.voit@bme.gatech.edu
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